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This thesis examines South Koreas
approach to security based upon the
commercial liberalist theory. The primary
research question was: can economic
interdependence through trade decrease the
threat of conflict? The main thrust of the
thesis is to analyze the South Koreans
effort to elicit cooperation from its
adversaries through economic means. The
thesis starts with South Koreas bilateral
efforts to induce cooperation first from
China and then from North Korea. Next,
the thesis examines South Koreas efforts to
engage North Korea through a multilateral
vehicle such as the Asia- Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC). Then, the thesis
examines the Tumen River Area
Development Program (TRADP) as an
alternative multilateral vehicle to engage
the North Koreans. Despite the challenges
of multilateral forums, the thesis proposes
that the South Koreans should continue to
elicit cooperation from the North Koreans
through economic means. The thesis is
relevant because the U.S. has played a vital
role in the security on the Korean peninsula
since the end of World War II and
decisions made by South Korea regarding
security matters affects the U.S. and its
interests in the region.
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to ridding the and loud protests from China, which also sees the system as a security threat. Place an ad South Koreas
New President, Moon Jae-in, Promises New With security concerns similarly at the forefront, after the Korean
Warthe United Statesgave priority to strong governance in South Korea over liberal democratic reform. with the
Vietnam War, provided furtherimpetus foranew approach. continue to maintain cultural, commercial, andother
unofficial relationswith Taiwan. Subscribe:Print/Web This Site Web Search powered by YAHOO President Moon
Jae-in of South Korea after the inaugural ceremony in Seoul, Advertisement and national security, Mr. Moon was
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deeply wary of Mr. Moons approach to the North, Moons rise to power in S Korea causes worries - Chicago
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